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DISCLAIMER AND COPYRIGHT NOTICE

Considerable time, effort and expenses have gone into the development and documentation of
this software, REC_MIDS. The program has been thoroughly tested and used. In using the
program, however, the user accepts and understands that no warranty is expressed or implied
by the developers or the distributors on the accuracy or the reliability of the program. The user
must explicitly understand the assumptions of the program and must independently verify the
results.

This computer program, REC_MIDS and all associated documentation are proprietary and
copyrighted products. Unlicensed use of the program or reproduction of the documentation in
any form, without prior written authorization from Research Engineering and Consultancy
Inc. (REC), is explicitly prohibited.

REC reserves the right to change the information contained in this document without a prior
notice. While the information contained herein is assumed to be accurate, REC assumes no
responsibility for any errors or omissions.
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1

INTRODUCTION

REC_MIDS is a MATLAB-based real-time data processing and analysis software for
Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) applications that can operate under both Windows and
Mac operating systems. It features an advanced graphical user interface, which allows the user
to select a large number of processing, analysis, and display options with varying degrees of
sophistication.
The capabilities of REC_MIDS include real-time data processing and analysis by using a
large number of techniques, varying from standard Fourier analysis to stochastic-adaptive
filters; real-time identification of structure’s modal properties (modal frequencies, damping,
and mode shapes); displacements and inter-story drifts; and 3D animations of total and modal
responses. The software has the options to automatically give warnings when a response
quantity exceeds specified threshold levels, to save any of the measured or calculated output
parameters, and to generate and send automatic email messages to specified addresses.
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2

FOLDER SETTINGS

Based on the operating system, REC_MIDS uses the following files and folders in order to
input and output data in real-time.
For Windows Operating Systems
Main root folder:

C:\REC_MIDS\

Inside the main root folder, there are one folder and one binary file per structure named,
BuildingName and BuildingName.bnr, respectively. The binary file contains information
about the location of main root directory, whereas the folder contains all other information
about the structure.
Assuming that the name of the building is MIT, the following folders and files should exist in
the computer.
C:\REC_MIDS\MIT.bnr
C:\REC_MIDS\MIT\MIT.mat
C:\REC_MIDS\MIT\LogFile_MIT.txt
C:\REC_MIDS\MIT\
C:\REC_MIDS\MIT\BackUp\
C:\REC_MIDS\MIT\EventDATA\
C:\REC_MIDS\MIT\EventTrigger\
C:\REC_MIDS\MIT\GeometryFile\
C:\REC_MIDS\MIT\INPUT\
C:\REC_MIDS\MIT\PICTURE\
C:\REC_MIDS\MIT\ProcessedData\
C:\REC_MIDS\MIT\ProcessedData\RealTimeModalParamaters
C:\REC_MIDS\MIT\ProcessedData\RealTimeProcessedData
If any of the above folders or the file, LogFile_MIT.txt do not exist in the computer except the
main root folder C:\REC_MIDS\, they will be automatically created by REC_MIDS.
The file MIT.mat is a Matlab binary file, which contains all permanent parameters of the
software, REC_MIDS, while the file, LogFile_MIT.txt is a text file that contains log
information about the structure.
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For MAC Operating Systems
Main root folder: /REC_MIDS/

The information given for Windows operating system holds true for the MAC operation
system except the folder definitions given below

/REC_MIDS/MIT.bnr
/REC_MIDS/MIT/MIT.mat
/REC_MIDS/MIT/LogFile_MIT.txt
/REC_MIDS/MIT/
/REC_MIDS/MIT/BackUp/
/REC_MIDS/MIT/EventDATA/
/REC_MIDS/MIT/EventTrigger/
/REC_MIDS/MIT/GeometryFile/
/REC_MIDS/MIT/INPUT/
/REC_MIDS/MIT/PICTURE/
/REC_MIDS/MIT/ProcessedData/
/REC_MIDS/MIT/ProcessedData/RealTimeModalParamaters/
/REC_MIDS/MIT/ProcessedData/RealTimeProcessedData/

When user starts up REC_MIDS, it listens to the INPUT folder to check if there are incoming
waveforms (raw data). If there is no file in the INPUT folder, it continues listening it until
waveforms appear in it. The main screen of the REC_MIDS does not show up until raw data
becomes available in the INPUT folder.
The raw data should be stored in column-wise text files (ASCII format) where each column
contains the raw data of one sensor located in the structure. The file contains no header
information, and the name of the file should indicate the beginning time of the raw data. For
instance yyyymmddHHMMSS_MIT.SampFreq.txt where yyyy, mm, dd, HH, MM, SS, MIT,
and SampFreq represent year, month, day, hour, minute, second, building name, and sampling
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frequency, respectively.
For example, 20130125205548_MIT.200.txt represents a text file that starts on January 25th,
2013 at 20 hour 55 minute 48 second, and the name of the building is MIT and sampling rate
is 200 Hertz.
As soon as raw data becomes available in INPUT folder, the main window of the
REC_MIDS shows up in the computer screen, and the software reads the content of the file
and processes it before deleting the file. If there is more than one text file (raw data) in the
INPUT folder, the software reads maximum five of them at once then processes all and
deletes them.
During such process, if an event is detected by the REC_MIDS, an event folder and an alarm
notification file are created in EventDATA and EventTrigger folders, respectively. The alarm
notification file contains information about which alarm level is exceeded and whether the
alarm level is on or off, while the event folder contains an event file in binary format.
Corresponding information is also written to Logfile of the structure.
If enabled by the user, BackUp folder contains several subfolders that backup incoming raw
data. It also contains text files (if enabled by user), which store raw data for a user-specified
period of time.
GeometryFile folder includes a single text file (e.g., MIT.txt) that contains information about
the geometry of the structure (e.g., 3D coordinates of the joints and locations of the sensors).
ProcessedData folder contains two subfolders: RealTimeModalParamaters folder where
calculated modal characteristics of the structure (e.g. Modal frequency and damping ratio) are
stored and RealTimeProcessedData folder where calculated waveform data are stored such
as modal acceleration, velocity, displacement and inter-story drifts.
REC_MIDS is fully compatible with both Windows and MAC operating systems, and
minimum system requirements are as follows:
Operating system
RAM
Processor

Windows

MAC

Windows 7
4 GB
2.66 GHz

OS X v10.8.4
4GB
2.66 GHz

Because REC_MIDS is a matlab-based software, it requires Matlab Compiler Runtime
(MCR) to be installed to the computer. MCR for both operating systems can be downloaded
from www.rec.com.tr.
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3

GENERAL DISPLAY OF REC_MIDS

A typical screen-shot of the REC_MIDS is shown in Figure 2-1. The graphical display of the
REC_MIDS is designed to allow the user to monitor the recorded structural response
characteristics in real time, along with the estimated modal properties and the animations of
vibrations in a single window. To accomplish this, five different graphical displays, several
pull-down menus and pushbuttons are placed in the main window. However, the user has the
option to modify the main window by adjusting the sizes of sub-windows, removing some of
them, or adding new ones. All windows are continuously updated in real-time, based on the
properties of the incoming records.

Figure 3-1: A typical screen-shot of REC_MIDS
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4

USER CREDENTIAL SETTINGS

In order to make permanent changes in the user-configurable settings of REC_MIDS, one
must login as either an Administrator or a User as shown in Figure 3-1. The only difference
between these two user types is the fact that Administrator has full control over the users’
credentials: adding a new User, removing an existing User, and specifying their passwords,
whereas User cannot.

Figure 4-1: User Credential Settings of REC_MIDS
Once logged in either as Administrator or User, permanent changes in user-configurable
settings can be made through Update Values and Saveas Default Values pushbuttons in any
sub-windows except Graphic Settings window. Five minutes after sign in, REC_MIDS will,
be default, sign the user out automatically, and the user has to sign in again if further changes
in the software are needed.
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5

GRAPHICAL SETTINGS

The Graphical Settings window is used to set the parameters of various displays of
REC_MIDS. It is shown in Figure 3-1 below.

Figure 5-1: Display graphic settings

Screen Options panel offers five different screen options: (1) Modal_info, (2) Recorded data,
(3) Interstory drift, (4) 3D Mode shapes, and (5) Wind data stream.
Modal-Info screen options are shown in Figure 2-1.
Recorded Data screen option shows only the data stream of recorded signals.
Interstory Drift screen option displays the calculated inter-story drifts.
3D Mode Shape screen option displays the user-selected modes in three different views: a)
North-Vertical, b) South-Vertical, and c) North-South.
Wind Data Stream screen option shows wind speed waveform and its direction. A real-time
animated arrow allows user to monitor the speed and the direction of the wind.
In addition to these options, the user can also modify Time, Spectrum, and Mode Animation
Windows. The Time Window panel enables users to select which type of waveforms to be
displayed in the main window. The current options are modal acceleration response, modal
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velocity response, modal displacement response, user-selected filtered accelerations, and raw
data if none of the options is selected. The user can also select the length of the waveform to
be displayed in the main screen.
The Spectrum Window panel displays the amplitude spectra of the processed waveforms. The
frequency limits in the spectrum window is also user selectable. User has the option to change
the scale of axes either as linear or logarithmic.
Users can select which recorded waveforms, or calculated parameters are to be displayed in
the main window. The Quick Selection panel allows users to select a group of sensors in
different directions. In the Mode-shape Animation panel, user has the option to select which
modes to be animated in the main window. The animated motions can be viewed from any
angle.
Mode-Shape Animation Settings panel allows user to select which mode of the structure to
be animated and its animation direction(s). An undeformed wired-structure can be plotted as a
reference to animated mode shape if Close Wired Structure checkbox is disabled.
Color Options panel enables user to change the background color of REC_MIDS: back for
Computer option, and white for Projector option.
There are three tables in the window. The upper-right table lists all sensors with low and high
filter corners and filter order. The values input here are used to filter the raw data and the
results can be plotted in the main window of the REC_MIDS if Display Filter Data checkbox
is enabled in Time Window panel. The middle-left table allows users to control which
waveforms, spectrums, and their corresponding modal properties (e.g. modal frequency and
damping ratio) of sensors to be plotted in the main window. The middle-right table lists all
frequency bands defined in Frequency Band Selection window with their corner frequencies.
User can control which modal results of which frequency-band to be plotted.
The screen of REC_MIDS is updated every time REC_MIDS reads raw data from INPUT
folder. However, updating the screen of REC_MIDS consumes system resources of
computer. In order to increase the efficiency of the software, the updating process is, by
default, stopped at every 5 minutes automatically. In such case, user has to start the updating
of the screen manually by pressing Continue Streaming pushbutton in the main window of
REC_MIDS.
The selected options are automatically updated by pressing the Update Values push-button.
As soon as they are updated, the Set As Default Values push-button is automatically enabled,
to allow the user to make them default values. Load Current Values push-button displays the
current settings.
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6

FREQUENCY BAND SELECTION

The Frequency Band Selection window allows users to select the dominant frequencies in
the recorded signals. It is shown in Figure 6-1 below.

Figure 6-1: Frequency band selection window
The selected frequency bands represent the components of the records with high signal-tonoise ratios. This selection is very important for accurate calculation of displacements and
inter-story drifts.
The spectra of the waveforms are displayed in separate windows for each orthogonal
component of the records. The axis limits of the displays are adjusted through the Axis
Properties panel. The displays are automatically updated in every 10 seconds by default,
which can be disabled by the Auto Spectrum Update checkbox. The user then can use
Manual Spectrum Update push-button to update the spectra manually. Different advanced
spectrum estimation techniques can be utilized in REC_MIDS, which can be selected from
the spectrum popup menu. The table lists all frequency-bands with its corner frequency and
direction. User can add as many frequency-band as needed.
Show Current Values push-button displays the frequency bands that are already in use by the
software. Add and Remove pushbuttons are used to add or remove frequency bands. The
selected options are automatically updated by pressing the Update Changes pushbutton. The
Set As Default Values pushbutton makes the current selections as default values.
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7

PROGRAM SETTINGS

The Program Setting window, shown in Figure 7-1 below, is used to set up critical parameters
related to event detections settings, email settings, sensor settings, Input/Output management,
and Parameter settings. The pushbuttons in the window open up the options for each
parameter.

Figure 7-1: Program settings window
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8

PRE-ANALYSIS SETTINGS

The Pre-Analysis Settings window sets the parameters for pre-processing of raw data before
it is used for modal analysis. The pre-processing includes decimation, de-trending, and low-,
high-, and band-pass filtering. The Pre-Analysis Settings window is shown in Figure 8-1
below. Do not perform Pre-Analysis checkbox allows user to enable or disable Pre-Analysis
settings for all sensors at once.

Figure 8-1: Pre-analysis settings window

Decimation Order parameter 1 means no decimation is done. There are three methods for the
Removal of Trend: removal of mean, removal of linear trends, and removal of second order
trends (i.e., second order baseline correction). The parameter Database Length defines the
length of the ring buffer for each sensor. Highpass Corner Frequency, Lowpass Corner
Frequency, and Filter Order define the corner frequencies and the orders of the low-pass,
high-pass, and band-pass filters.
REC-MIDS sets limits to the sampling rate and the length of the ring buffer for real-time
analysis. These limits are specified in the Limit Settings panel at the lower-left corner of the
Pre-Analysis Settings window.
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9

EVENT DETECTION SETTINGS

The Event Detection Settings window, shown in Figure 9-1, is used to set up the channels and
the threshold values that will be used to detect, and to issue warnings and alerts in case of an
event that pushes the response of the structure to critical levels.

Figure 9-1: Event detection settings window
There are main three tables in the window: the upper table lists all inter-story definitions with
three threshold values, number of exceedance of each threshold values within a specified
period of time, and a vote for each threshold. The middle table lists all acceleration sensors
with three different thresholds (acceleration threshold and number of exceedance of this
threshold value, RMS acceleration threshold, and Short-Time-Average to Long-TimeAverage ratio) and vote. The bottom table lists borehole sensors (if present in the structure)
with same configuration as acceleration sensors. The checkboxes next to these two tables
allow user to enable or disable these threshold values in even detection algorithm.
By default, the event detection algorithm embedded in REC_MIDS runs at every 1 second
using the past 4 seconds of data. These values can be adjusted by using the Event Detection
Interval and Event Detection Duration edit boxes, respectively. The algorithm determines
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how many inter-story drifts and acceleration values exceed the specified threshold values, as
well as the wind speed and user-selected-floor displacement threshold values as seen in Figure
9-1.
There are two types of events that REC_MIDS can issue: (1) Event, (2) Alarm. If the total
number of votes (Total Vote Counted edit-box) that exceeds the specified threshold values is
bigger that the Total Number of Votes to Trigger An Event, an event is issued and an event
folder is created in EventDATA folder. The name of the folder is defined by the event time.
The Total Vote Counted includes votes from acceleration and borehole sensors, winds speed
and displacement limit votes. On the other hand, in order to issue an alarm, the inter-storyvotes that exceed the threshold values are added and the result is compared to the Number of
inter-story-votes for Alarm Levels to issue different levels of alarms. There are three different
levels of alarm: yellow (Alarm Level_1), orange (Alarm Level_2), and red (Alarm Level_3).
There are three different levels of alarm/warning to be issued by the REC_MIDS, and user
has to define certain number of votes for each of these alarm levels to be issued. While the
REC_MIDS is running in real-time, the total number of votes is counted at every 1 second by
default and is compared with those defined by user for each alarm levels. Different levels of
alarm/warning are issued if the total number of vote is bigger than any of these pre-defined
votes.
The pre-event duration is equal to the length of the database but the minimum is one minute,
while post-event duration is user selectable and can be adjusted by using Minimum Event
Duration edit box. Post event duration starts when the total number of votes becomes smaller
than total votes defined for both alarm levels and event trigger.
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10 EMAIL LIST UPDATE

User must provide a valid email account with required settings as show in Email Settings
panel in Figure 10-1. All the settings in this panel are user configurable. User must validate
these settings by pushing Test Settings pushbutton before making them as program’s default.
An email will be sent to the email address provided if the test is successful and a text message
“Successful” will appear as shown in Figure 10-1. In case the validation process is not
successful, no warning/notification emails will be sent to any of the recipients during an event
or alarm.
Email List Update window also contains the list of e-mails, to which alarm/notification
messages are sent in case of an event or alarm that creates response beyond the threshold
levels. Users can add as many email addresses as needed. Add Email pushbutton inserts the email address, whereas the Remove Email pushbutton removes the e-mail address. SaveAs
Default pushbutton makes the current email list as a permanent/default list.

Figure 10-1: Email list update window
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11 SENSOR SETTINGS

The Sensor Settings window contains three tables: the first table lists the acceleration sensors,
the second table lists the borehole acceleration sensors (if present), and the third table lists the
wind sensors (if present). Each table contains different information based on the type of
sensors listed.
The first table in the Sensor Settings window is used to specify the parameters (1) to convert
sensor count (integer) values to engineering acceleration values, (2) to provide orientation
angle for each sensor, (3) to define the combination of modes to calculate the modal
accelerations, velocities, and displacements for each sensor, and (4) to provide information
through a logical input that whether the modal analysis result of the any sensor to be included
in the averaged results where true is 1 and false is 0. The table also includes the instrument
names, their physical location number in the structure, recording directions, and sampling
frequencies.

Figure 11-1: Sensor settings window
In case the user is interested in calculating the averaged value of modal response parameters
(e.g., modal frequencies, damping ratios, etc.), REC_MIDS has the option of displaying the
averaged modal property results in the main window for each principal direction. The
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averaged modal properties are estimated by averaging the results from all sensors recording in
that direction. Include in Modal Averaging column in the first table allows user to select
which sensors to be included in the averaging process.
The second table contains information about the borehole sensors in the structure and is used
to specify the sensor sensitivity to convert sensor count values to engineering acceleration
values and sensor orientation values in degree.
The third table lists the wind sensors in the structure, and sensor sensitivity to convert sensor
reading to either wind speed or directions in degree.
In case the incoming waveforms are not calibrated, sensor sensitivity values will be used to
convert such waveforms values to SI units in cm (or meter) and seconds. Any modifications
in the sensor recording directions (polarization of the sensor) can also be implemented by
changing the sign of the sensitivity parameter. If no calibration or scaling is needed in the
incoming raw data, the sensitivity parameter is one (1).
In cases where a sensor cannot be orientated properly, raw data will be multiplied by the
cosine of the Orientation Angle of that sensor.
The selected options are updated by pressing the Update Values pushbutton. The Set As
Default pushbutton makes the selection the default values. The Show Current Values pushbutton displays the current settings.
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12 INPUT AND OUTPUT MANAGEMENT

Input and Output Management window allows user to specify (1) which output to be stored
on local hard disk, (2) whether to backup incoming waveforms (raw-data in INPUT folder) to
the BackUP folder, and (3) the root directory for REC_MIDS.
The outputs that can be stored locally are modal accelerations, velocities, displacements,
frequency, damping ratio, averaged modal identification results, and inter-story drifts. There
is a ring-buffer option for all outputs generated by REC_MIDS as show in Figure 12-1. Firstin-First-Out (FIFO) rule are adopted for the ring-buffer structure. User has the option to store
the raw data by enabling the Backup all incoming waveforms checkbox. All output are stored
on local hard disk as binary files whereas all raw-data are stored as ASCII files. Single file
backup duration edit box allows user to collect real-time data in a special folder (named as its
timestamp) that is created in BackUp folder for period of time (seconds) specified by the user.
User can also limit the maximum disk space used for output generated by REC_MIDS.
User can change the root directory of REC_MIDS where the calculated outputs are stored
(e.g., modal characteristics and calculated acceleration, velocity and displacements). However
one has to be very careful of doing this as it terminates the real-time operation temporarily.

Figure 12-1: Input and Output management window
Show Current Values push-button displays the current settings that are already in use by the
software. The selected options are automatically updated by pressing the UpDate Values
pushbutton. The SaveAs Default pushbutton makes the current selections as program’s
default values.
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13 PROGRAM PARAMETER SETTINGS

The Program Parameter Settings window is used to specify some initial parameters of
REC_MIDS. It is shown in Figure 13-1. When REC_MIDS starts, it listens to the INPUT
folder to check if there are incoming waveforms. If there are no files in the INPUT directory,
it continues listening until waveforms appear. The main window of the REC_MIDS won’t
show up until raw data becomes available in INPUT folder.
When REC_MIDS starts up, it can start analyzing the data from the earliest incoming file, or
the most recent incoming file (deleting the rest), depending on the selection in the window.
For real-time operations it is recommended that the analysis should start from the most recent
incoming file.

Figure 13-1: Parameter settings window

REC_MIDS estimates modal properties of the structure in every 10 seconds by default. This
duration can be adjusted by user through the Calculation Duration for Modal Analysis edit
box in the window. Similarly, the Event Detection Interval (in seconds) can also be adjusted
in the window. Its default value is every one-second. For some reason, if a waveform does not
appear in INPUT directory, REC_MIDS waits such missing file to be appear in INPUT
folder for the period of time specified in Waiting duration for missing incoming file edit box.
If such time duration is exceeded, the REC_MIDS skips that file and looks for the next file to
appear in the INPUT folder.
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14 INTERSTORY DRIFT AND THRESHOLDS SETTINGS

The Interstory Drift and Threshold Settings window is used to specify the channels that will
be used for drift calculations, and the three drift threshold values. In multi-story buildings, the
term inter-story drift denotes the relative displacements between the two adjacent floors. In
REC_MIDS the term refers to the relative displacement between any two sensors in a
specified direction. Figure 14-1 shows the Interstory Drift and Threshold Settings window.

Figure 14-1: Inter-story drift and threshold settings window
The top table in the Interstory Drift and Threshold Settings window specifies the channels
that will be used for drift calculations, their direction, sampling rate, the resonant modes that
will be used in drift calculations, the three drift threshold values, and a check box for plotting
the drift waveforms. The drift calculations are not done on the original waveforms, but on
modal waveforms in order to minimize the effects of noise in the signal. The band-pass filters,
whose corner frequencies are specified in the lower left-hand corner of the window, are used
to obtain modal waveforms. In ambient vibration conditions, noise can cause erroneous drift
values, especially in higher modes, if the drifts are calculated from the original signals. Drift
waveforms can be monitored in the main window of REC_MIDS if the Display on Screen
checkbox is enabled.
In theory, one can define in REC_MIDS as many inter-story drifts as the CPU of the
computer can handle. However, the calculation of inter-story drifts involves large number of
computations, and therefore selecting too many drifts may cause delays in keeping up with
the real-time data stream. The number of inter-story drift requests should be compatible with
the Calculation Duration for Modal Analysis parameter defined in the Parameter Settings
window.
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15 CALCULATION INFO

The Calculation Info window provides information on the time it takes to perform certain
tasks in REC_MIDS. This information allows user to set the length of running and analysis
time windows and other settings in the different analysis. As shown in Figure 15-1, the
window contains eight edit boxes.

Figure 15-1: Calculation information window

The first box shows how many files are read from the INPUT folder at once. The second edit
box shows how long it took to read the content of these files and to put them into a ring
buffer. The third edit box shows how long it took to calculate the inter-story drifts. The forth
box shows how long it took to check whether there was an event or not. The fifth box shows
how long it took to update all the objects on the main screen of REC_MIDS. The sixth box
shows the time it took to calculate the modal properties of the structure. The seventh box
shows the total time required to complete all these tasks.
The eighth box displays the specified Calculation Interval time. The Calculation Interval
time should be larger than Total time required for all tasks (the sixth box), otherwise time
delay would occur in real-time operations.
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16 SELECTION OF CALCULATION METHOD

The Selection of Calculation Method window is used to select algorithms for the calculation
of modal properties. It is shown in Figure 16-1.

Figure 16-1: Selection of calculation method window
The Modal Frequency Estimation selection in the window includes a large number of
advance options for spectral estimation. The required parameters for each method are defined
through the corresponding Settings pushbutton. Several frequency estimation techniques can
be used simultaneously, and the results displayed together for comparison on the main
REC_MIDS window. For the moment, there is only one method in REC_MIDS to identify
modal damping ratios and the mode shapes. More options will be included in the future
versions of the program.
The Pre-Analysis Settings pushbutton enables to set the parameters for the pre-processing of
raw data before the modal identification. More detail on this is given in the Pre-Analysis
Settings section below.
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17 STRUCTURE RESPONSE MONITOR

The Structure Response Monitor window tabulates, in real-time, the mean, maximum, rootmean-square (RMS), and standard deviation values of the recorded quantities in selected
channels for selected directions. It is shown in Figure 17-1. The values can be calculated for
raw or processed data.
The properties of the followings can be monitored in real-time: (1) raw data, (2) total modal
acceleration, (3) total modal velocity, (4) total modal displacement, (5) modal acceleration,
(6) modal velocity, (7) modal displacement, (8) inter-story drift, and (9) borehole
acceleration.

Figure 17-1: Structure response monitor window
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